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Figure 1: A set of modeling operations applied to the control mesh of the BigGuy model (a). In total, a sequence of 75 connectivity changing
operations are performed from (b) to (d). The current industry standard, OpenSubdiv, needs serial preprocessing after each topology change.
These delays sum up to a two-minute idle time till (c) and an eleven-minute delay till (d). Using our subdivision-specialized linear algebra
kernels, a modeler performs the whole sequence within two minutes with a consistent 30 fps preview of the subdivision surface at level six.
Abstract
Subdivision surfaces have become an invaluable asset in production environments. While progress over the last years has allowed
the use of graphics hardware to meet performance demands during animation and rendering, high-performance is limited
to immutable mesh connectivity scenarios. Motivated by recent progress in mesh data structures, we show how the complete
Catmull-Clark subdivision scheme can be abstracted in the language of linear algebra. While this high-level formulation
allows for a fully parallel implementation with significant performance gains, the underlying algebraic operations require
further specialization for modern parallel hardware. Integrating domain knowledge about the mesh matrix data structure, we
replace costly general linear algebra operations like matrix-matrix multiplication by specialized kernels. By further considering
innate properties of Catmull-Clark subdivision, like the quad-only structure after refinement, we achieve an additional order of
magnitude in performance and significantly reduce memory footprints. Our approach can be adapted seamlessly for different use
cases, such as regular subdivision of dynamic meshes, fast evaluation for immutable topology and feature-adaptive subdivision
for efficient rendering of animated models. In this way, patchwork solutions are avoided in favor of a streamlined solution with
consistent performance gains throughout the production pipeline. The versatility of the
√ sparse matrix linear algebra abstraction
underlying our work is further demonstrated by extension to other schemes such as 3 and Loop subdivision.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Shape modeling; Massively parallel algorithms;

1. Introduction
Throughout four decades, subdivision surfaces have evolved from a
pure research topic to an indispensable tool in 3D modeling packages and production software. This rise in prevalence is largely due
to the performance gains achieved by adapting the evaluation part of
the subdivision to take advantage of modern graphics hardware, as
in OpenSubdiv [Pix19]. While this offers artists the ability to modify

the vertex data, e.g. positions, interactively during simulation and
animation, mesh connectivity must stay static. However, modelers
change the mesh connectivity frequently, which causes slow, serial
re-initialization of the subdivision process (cf. Fig. 1). Accelerating
this step is challenging as the control mesh undergoes a series of
averaging, splitting and relaxation operations, which complicate the
problem of efficient parallelization of subdivision.

c 2020 The Author(s)
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Existing efforts towards high performance subdivision usually
follow one of two ideas: (1) Splitting the mesh into patches that can
be subdivided independently [BS02, BS03, SJP05, PEO09] seems
appealing for parallelization, but entails a series of issues. First,
patches require overlap, introducing redundant data and computations, which may lead to cracks between patch boundaries due
to floating point inaccuracies. Second, global connectivity is lost,
as patches are treated independently. And third, re-patching and
workload distribution are required as the model is subdivided recursively. (2) Factoring the subdivision into precomputation and
evaluation [NLMD12, Pix19]. The bulk of the subdivision process is
performed as preprocessing on the CPU, while the evaluation only
performs simple vertex mixing on the GPU. While this is an ideal
solution for parallel rendering of animated meshes, it is restricted to
immutable topology, as the cost of CPU precomputation of subdivision tables is orders of magnitude higher than the GPU evaluation.
Thus, these approaches are unusable for interactive modeling.
The lack of efficient, parallel and versatile subdivision approaches
prompted a patchwork of solutions across production pipelines.
When uniform subdivision is required, e.g., for physics simulation,
patch-based parallelization is used. During topology-changing modeling operations, only low-level previews of the full subdivision are
shown to provide high performance. After modeling is completed,
subdivision tables are used for animation. Finally, during rendering,
partial subdivision or patch-based approaches are used to reduce the
workload. As different approaches lead to slightly different results,
the meshes used for simulation, preview, animation and rendering
may differ in detail—the modeling experience is further spoiled.
In this work, we start with the mesh matrix formalism by Zayer et al. [ZSS17] to write geometry processing algorithms using
sparse matrix operations. We extend their work to describe the complete Catmull-Clark subdivision scheme and reveal opportunities
for parallelization. Combining this high-level view with low-level
knowledge about execution on massively parallel processors, we
propose a flexible, high-performance subdivision approach running
entirely on the GPU. We make the following contributions:
• We extend Zayer’s action map notation with lambda functions,
increasing the formalism’s expressiveness and versatility. Lambda
functions for mapped matrix multiplication allow us to gather
and create expressive adjacency data, which is vital for efficient
topology changing operations during subdivision.
• We show that algebraic operations reveal potential for parallelization and optimization of data access and thus achieve significant
performance gains compared to a serial approach.
• We combine the high-level algebra formulation with low-level
knowledge about the execution platform to replace costly general algebra kernels with subdivision-specialized kernels, which
are optimized for the target hardware platform and use domain
knowledge about the subdivision process.
• We demonstrate that our approach is modular in the sense that
topological operations can be separated from evaluation, leading
to an efficient parallel preprocessing for immutable topology, followed by a single matrix-vector product vertex-data refinement.
• We extend our approach with sharp and semi-sharp creases and
subdivision of selected regions, e.g., for feature adaptiveness or
path tracing, demonstrating its extendability.

Compared to the state of the art OpenSubdiv implementation commonly used in production, our specialized subdivision kernels
achieve speed-ups of up to 1.7× in the surface evaluation and over
15× in preprocessing.
We further demonstrate the versatility of the sparse matrix linear
algebra abstraction underlying our work by devising appropriate
√
algorithmic formulations for additional schemes such as 3 and
Loop subdivision and show consistent performance gains.
2. Related Work
Mesh subdivision has been honed for geometric modeling through
the concerted effort of Chaikin [Cha74], Doo et al. [Doo78, DS78]
and Catmull and Clark [CC78]. Subdivision meshes are commonly used across various fields, from character animation in feature films [DKT98] to primitive creation for REYES-style rendering [ZHR∗ 09] and real-time rendering [TPO].
2.1. Mesh Representations
Mesh subdivision is a refinement procedure, relying on data structures supporting fast adjacency queries and connectivity updates.
Often variants of the winged-edge mesh representations [Bau72],
like quad-edge [GS85] or half-edge [Lie94, CKS98] are used. While
they are well suited for the serial setting, parallel implementations
are difficult to achieve, require locks, suffer from scattered memory
access and increased storage cost. Compressed formats designed for
GPU-rendering, like triangle strips [Dee95,Hop99], do not offer connectivity information and are thus not suitable for subdivision. Therefore, patch-based GPU subdivision approaches have tried to find
efficient patch data structures for subdivision [PS96, SJP05, PEO09].
2.2. Efficient Subdivision
Given the pressing need for high-performance subdivision, various
parallelization approaches have been proposed. Shiue et al. [SJP05]
splits the mesh into patches that can be subdivided independently
on the GPU. This introduces redundancies and potentially cracks
due to numeric inaccuracies. Patch-based approaches hide adjacency relations between patches, complicating further processing
post subdivision. Subdivision tables have been introduced to efficiently reevaluate the refined mesh after moving control mesh
vertices [BS02]. However, the creation of such tables requires a
symbolic subdivision, whose cost is similar to a full subdivision.
Table-based approaches are no solution to parallel subdivision, as
the assembly of the tables is performed on the CPU and only the
simple evaluation via weight mixing is done in parallel. Similarly,
the precomputed eigenstructure of the subdivision matrix can be
used for direct evaluation of Catmull-Clark surfaces [Sta98].
To avoid the cost induced by exact subdivision approaches, approximation schemes have been introduced. Peters [Pet00] transforms the quadrilaterals of a mesh into bicubic Nurbs patches, which
imposes restrictions on the mesh. Loop et al. [LS08] represents the
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface in regular regions using bicubic patches. Irregular faces still require additional computations.
Approximations are fast, but along the way, desirable properties
are lost and visual quality deteriorates. While regular faces can
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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be rendered efficiently by exploiting the bicubic representation using hardware tessellation, irregular regions require recursive subdivision to reduce visual errors [NLMD12, SRK∗ 15]. Brainerd et
al. [BFK∗ 16] improved upon these results by introducing subdivision plans. Beyond classical subdivision, several extensions have
been proposed to allow for meshes with boundary [Nas87], sharp
creases [DKT98], feature-based adaptivity [NLMD12] or displacement mapping [Coo84, NL13].
We provide a parallel subdivision approach that keeps track of the
entire mesh while being able to do both: fully evaluate subdivision
in one shot or split the processes into preprocessing and evaluation,
both efficiently parallelized.
2.3. Matrix algebra
Using matrix algebra for subdivision was attempted before. The
effort by Mueller-Roemer et al. [MRAS17] for volumetric subdivision uses boundary operators to boost performance on the GPU.
While these differential forms have been used earlier [CRW05], their
storage cost and redundancies continue to limit their practical scope.
As an alternative to subdivision tables, Driscoll [Dri14] proposed
the use of sparse matrix-vector multiplication to speedup per-frame
evaluations. However, data conversion and processing cost makes it
unsuitable for practical use. This suggests that using matrix algebra
alone does not solve the problem of efficient subdivision. With our
approach, we show that an extended matrix algebra in combination with bottom-up knowledge and optimizations is key to achieve
modular, high-performance, parallel subdivision.
3. Mapped Matrix Algebra for Catmull-Clark Subdivision
To start the discussion of our approach, we review the sparse matrix
mesh representation of Zayer et al. [ZSS17], propose our extensions
to their formalism and describe how they can be used to derive
Catmull-Clark subdivision using efficient sparse linear algebra.
3.1. Mesh Representation and Operations
We use the sparse mesh matrix M [ZSS17] in our linear algebra
formulation. Each column in M corresponds to a face. Row indices
of non-zeros in a column correspond to the face’s vertices and the
values reflect the cyclic order of the vertices locally within a face.
For example, assume face i is comprised of vertices j, k, l, m in that
order, then column i of M has entries in row j, k, l, m with values
1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.
Mapped SpMV [ZSS17] extends the common sparse matrix-vector
multiplication (SpMV) to alter its outcome on the fly:
v′ = Mv = Mv ;
µ

σ→δ

v′ (i) = ∑ µ (M (i, j)) v( j),

(1)

j

where M is a matrix, v is a vector and µ = σ → δ is an action
map. µ = σ → δ is a user-defined, univariate function describing
a mapping from the set of non-zero entries σ in M to a set of
destination values δ. The mapping is performed on the fly, leaving M
unchanged. This leads to a multiplication with a matrix of identical
sparsity pattern but different values without explicitly creating it.
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Figure 2: The Catmull-Clark scheme inserts face-points (left), edgepoints (center) and creates new faces by connecting face-points,
edge-points and the original central point, which is updated in a
smoothing step (right).
Mapped SpGEMM proposed by Zayer et al. is not sufficiently
general to formalize the full Catmull-Clark scheme. Thus, we extend
the notation to offer more freedom in altering the result of a sparse
general matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM):
C = AB ;
{µ}[λ]

C(i, j) = ∑ λ (µ (A (i, k) , B (k, j)) , i, j, k, a, b) ,
k

where A, B, and C are sparse matrices, µ is an action map [ZSS17]
and we call λ the lambda function. The map µ is a user-defined,
bivariate function that maps from {A × B} to a set of values passed
to the lambda function. The lambda function is user-defined and
may perform arbitrary computations relying on information about
the colliding non-zeros. During the multiplication, whenever a nonzero entry of A, e.g. a = A(i, k), collides with a non-zero entry of
B, e.g. b = B(k, j), λ is invoked with parameters µ(a, b), i, j, k, a, b
and performs the user-defined operations and returns a value that replaces the result of the multiplication a · b of the common SpGEMM.
In contrast to action maps, lambda functions can capture any data
available before the mapped SpGEMM is performed, which has two
important implications: (1) Lambdas may use and manipulate data
that would otherwise not be available in an SpGEMM, e.g., vertex
or face attributes. (2) Lambdas might have a state, e.g., a lambda can
count the number of collisions during the multiplication or create
a histogram of non-zero values and alter their behavior based on
the state. Thus, the matrix algebra captures data movement, while
action maps and lambdas capture the operations to be carried out.
3.2. Catmull-Clark Subdivision
The Catmull-Clark scheme offers a generalization of bicubic patches
to the irregular mesh setting [CC78]. It can be applied to polygonal
faces of arbitrary order and always produces quadrilaterals. Fig. 2
outlines the four steps of a Catmull-Clark subdivision iteration.
Face-Points fi are calculated for each face i by averaging the face’s
vertices. To compute the barycenters, face orders can be obtained
using an action-mapped SpMV:
c = M T 1,
val→1

(2)

where 1 is a vector of ones spanning the range of the faces. The
mapping replaces all entires in MT by 1. Thus, the SpMV counts
the non-zero entries in each row of MT , i.e., the number of vertices
in each face, cf. Figure 3. This information is subsequently used in
f = MT P

vali,∗ → c1

i

(3)
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The lambda function ι returns the number of faces shared by the
vertices i and j. Thus, we can create unique indices for edges (and
edge-points) by enumerating the non-zeros in the upper or lower
triangular part of E as indicated by the orange entries in Figure 3.
To complete the computation of edge-points, faces adjacent to
a given edge are required. For this purpose, we construct a second
matrix, F, which has the same sparsity pattern as the adjacency
matrix of the oriented graph of the mesh, but each non-zero entry
stores the index of the face containing the edge. It can be similarly
constructed by mapped SpGEMM:
F = MMT

(6)

(

(7)

{Qc }[γ]
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Figure 3: The matrices used throughout one subdivision step for a
small mesh (top left): mesh matrix M, the edge indices provided in
E and the adjacent face indices in F.

to calculate the face-points, where P is the vector of all vertex
data. Every non-zero value vali,∗ in row MT (i, ∗) is mapped to the
reciprocal of the number of vertices in face i.
Edge-Points are placed on every edge at the average of each edge’s
end-points and the face-points on its adjacent faces. The computation of edge-points requires the assignment of unique indices to
mesh edges. Such an enumeration can be obtained from the lower
triangular part of the adjacency matrix of the undirected mesh graph.
With the standard linear algebra machinery, this matrix could be
created by first computing the adjacency matrix of the oriented mesh
graph and then summing it with its transpose to account for meshes
with boundaries. This is not viable since it requires additional data
creation (transpose) and, more importantly, matrix assembly, which
is notoriously costly on parallel platforms.
MMT

{Qc +Qc−1
}[ι]
c

,

(4)

where c is the face order, ι is a lambda function, and Qc and its
power Qcc−1 are combined to capture the counterclockwise (CCW)
and clockwise (CW) orientation inside a given face. For quads, Q4
captures the CCW and Q34 the CW adjacency. These two maps can
be thought of as small circulant matrices, e.g., of size 4 × 4 for quads,
which are not created explicitly, as their entries can be computed
on demand. This is particularly useful, when the face orders vary
within a mesh:
(
1 i f j = ((i + r − 1) mod c) + 1
r
Qc (i, j) =
.
(5)
0 otherwise

k
0

i f Qc (a, b) = 1
.
otherwise

Whenever the action map returns a non-zero for a collision between
elements M(i, k) and MT (k, j), the face index k is stored in F(i, j),
see Figure 3. Hence, for each edge i, j in the mesh, its unique edge
index is known from E and the two adjacent faces are F(i, j) and
F( j, i). The edge-point position can then be computed.
Updating Vertex-Points The vertex data refinement is concluded
by updating original vertex positions according to
!

1 ni
1
2 ni 1
(ni − 3) pi + ∑ f j + ∑
pi + p j , (8)
S(pi ) =
ni
ni j=1
ni j=1 2
where ni is the vertex’s valence, f j are the face-points on adjacent
faces and p j the vertices in the 1-ring neighborhood of pi . Eq. (8)
can be conveniently rewritten as


1 ni
1 ni
2
pi + 2 ∑ p j + 2 ∑ f j .
(9)
S(pi ) = 1 −
ni
ni j=1
ni j=1
With vertex valences obtained as the vector
n = M1,

(10)

σ→1

the updated vertex locations can be written as three mapped SpMVs:
Psub =

We conveniently encode this step as a mapped SpGEMM
E=

γ(k, a, b) =

IP
vali,i →1−2n−1
i

+

EP
vali,∗ →n−2
i

+

Mf

.

(11)

vali,∗ →n−2
i

With I representing the identity matrix, the first mapped SpMV
corresponds to an element-wise multiplication.
Topology Refinement The refined topology is built by inserting
new edges that connect the face-point to the face’s edge-points,
splitting each face of order c into as many quadrilaterals. A new
face consists of one (updated) vertex of the parent, its face-point and
two edge-points (see Figure 2, right). We enumerate the subdivided
vertices sequentially starting with the (updated) vertices, followed by
the face-points and edge-points. To create the mesh matrix Msub for
the subdivided mesh, a column referencing the respective vertices
for each face has to be created. Assume M has |v| vertices and | f |
c 2020 The Author(s)
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faces. Msub can be created with the help of a mapped SpGEMM
T = MM

T

{Qc }[σ]

σ=

(

(12)

{i, E(i, j) + |v| + | f | , k + | f | , E(g(i, k), i) + |v| + | f |}
0 i f Qc (a, b) = 0

,

where g is a function that returns the predecessor vertex of a given
vertex in a certain face. Each non-zero value of T is a quadruple
that references the vertices of a face in the subdivided mesh, i.e., the
non-zeros form the columns of the subdivided mesh matrix Msub .
Combination Clearly, the described operations can be split into
operations related to topology refinement and computing vertex
location. Thus, one subdivision iteration can be split into what we
call a build and evaluation step. The build step takes the current
mesh matrix and generates F, E as well as the mesh matrix of the
subdivided mesh. The evaluation step receives the matrices F and
E as well as the mesh matrix and vertex positions from the last
iteration to generate the new vertex locations. This split is possible
over any number of iterations, carrying out all topology changing
operations before subdividing the vertex data.
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perfect read access. Each thread uses atomic operations to increment
the output vector element corresponding to its row and stores the old
value in an offset array (ln. 2-3); note the perfect write access pattern. We use this offset, which enumerates the occurrences of each
vertex, during later processing. While atomic operations cause overhead if they access the same memory location, the number of these
collisions is limited to the valency of each vertex—which is low
compared to the overall number of entries. Thus, scatter performs
best among the presented alternatives.
ALGORITHM 1: Valency and offset calculation
input :row indices of M
output :vertex valences and offset array
1

v ← Mrids [t] ;
// read vertex id
← atomicAdd(valences [v], 1) ; // increase valency
offsets [t] ← old ;
// store occurrence id

2 old
3

ALGORITHM 2: Filling non-zero entries of E
input :sparsity pattern of M, column pointer of E, offsets
output :row indices of and temporary values of E
← Mcptr [t] ;
// first entry in column t
← Mcptr [t + 1];
// first entry in column t + 1
/* iterate over face t
*/
for k ← first to next −1 do
i ← Mrids [k];
j ← nextVertInFace(i, k);
off ← Ecptr [i ]+ offsets [k] ;
// global offset
Erids [off ] ← j;
Evals [off ] ← i < j ; // entry in lower tri. of E?

1 first

4. Mapping SpLA Catmull-Clark to Efficient Kernels
We implemented the high-level formalization discussed in Section 3
on top of standard sparse linear algebra (SpLA) kernels, which we
extended with action maps. While those allow for efficient prototyping, they are not adapted to the particular computation patterns of the
subdivision approach. In this section, we show that specialized GPU
kernels designed for the structure of the underlying matrices and the
exact computations carried out throughout subdivision can take full
advantage of the parallel compute power of graphics hardware.
Data structure We use the Compressed Sparse Column (CSC)
sparse matrix format, which is comprised of three arrays. The first
two hold row indices and values of non-zero entries, both sorted by
column. The third is a column pointer array that contains an offset
to the start of each column in the first two arrays [Saa94]. CSC
allows to efficiently access the vertices of a face, which is important
during subdivision. Thus, the involved matrix operations can also be
completed more efficiently than with a different format. To reduce
memory requirements, we omit the value array in the mesh matrix
and sort the row indices to reflect the traversal order of vertices in
the mesh [ZSS17].
4.1. Adjacency, Offset and Mapping
Eq. (10) computes the valency for each vertex in the mesh by counting the number of non-zero entries in each row of M. GPU SpMV
would at first transpose the CSC format to allow for parallelization
over the rows. As transpose is costly, we avoid it and consider the
alternatives: gather and scatter. Gather would also parallelize over
the rows, while searching through the columns of the CSC format.
According to our experiments this does not improve performance
compared to computing an explicit transpose. Thus, we use a scatter
approach, which increases parallelism and improves read access;
see Alg. 1. Each thread reads one non-zero from the mesh matrix (ln.
1). Consecutive threads read consecutive row indices, which yields
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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GPU SpGEMM is commonly performed in two steps. First, in
the symbolic pass, the column pointer of the resulting matrix is
determined. The multiplication is performed without generating the
result, but only counts the number of non-zeros in each resulting
column. A parallel prefix sum over those yields the column pointer
of the resulting matrix. Second, the row indices and values are filled
by running the multiplication routine again with the numeric operations. As SpGEMM must support arbitrary matrices, it is expensive
on parallel devices and we want to avoid SpGEMM if possible.
As E stores the number of shared faces for any pair of vertices in
the mesh, we can avoid the explicit SpGEMM of Eq. (4): First, the
number of non-zeros in each column does not have to be computed.
Each column is linked to a vertex with entries equal to the vertex’
valence. A parallel prefix sum over the already available valences
n yields the column pointer of E. Second, we directly compute the
row indices and values of E, as outlined in Fig. 4 and Alg. 2: A
column i in the resulting matrix has a non-zero entry in row j if
vertices i and j share an edge. Thus, the row indices of E can be
determined by inspecting the row indices of M. We use one thread
t per column of M (ln. 1-2). Each thread iterates over its column
(ln. 4), creates an entry in E’s row indices (ln. 8) for each edge i, j
and writes a 1 to a temporary array if i < j and 0 otherwise (ln. 9).
To determine the position of an entry in the two arrays, the offsets
from Alg. 1 are used, which enumerate the entries of each row in
M (ln. 7)—each column in E has the same number of entries as
a row in M. A parallel prefix sum over the temporary value array
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Figure 4: Thread k operates on a single column of M and creates
entries in E for each edge (i, j) of face k. The thread uses the column
pointer of E and the offset array to determine the position p for
the new entry in the row indices and values of E. The row index j
is written to the row indices at position p. A subsequent write to a
temporary value array at position p indicates whether i < j, i.e., if
the new entry is in the lower triangle of E. A prefix sum over the
temporary value array yields the actual value array of E.

8

v0 ← Mrids [t] ;
// vertex
f0 ← Mcids [t] ;
// face
vn = nextVertInFace(v0 , f0 );
v p = prevVertInFace(v0 , f0 );
v1 ← E(v0 , vn ) + |v| + | f | ;
// out-edgepoint
v2 ← f0 + |v|;
// in-edgepoint
v3 ← E(v p , v0 ) + |v| + | f | ;
// facepoint
writeVec(Mrids_ref [4t], vec4 (v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 ));

id
id

id
id
id

of M (ln. 3-4). As neighboring threads access the same column,
these reads are often cached. We then compute the remaining vertex
indices according to Eq. (12), using two entries from E (ln. 5-7).
The number of vertices |v| and faces | f | are trivially tracked from
one subdivision iteration to the next from the size of M and are
directly provided to the specialized kernel. As each refined edge is a
quad, we write the result using an efficient vector-store operation
(ln. 8) with a perfect write memory pattern among threads.
4.3. Vertex Data Refinement
The face-points, cf. Eq. (3), are calculated in a single kernel given
in Alg. 4. Each thread t is assigned to a column of M and averages
all referenced vertices (ln. 2-4). As we store face-points next to one
another in memory, the stores are coalesced (ln. 5).
ALGORITHM 4: Face-point calculation

yields the values of E, containing the unique edge indices in the
lower triangular part of the resulting matrix. The index of edge i, j is
stored in E(max(i, j), min(i, j)), which we denote as E(i, j) in the
following.

input :M, vertex data
output : facepoints

2

4.2. Topology Refinement
Commonly, we parallelize over the non-zeros of M. For topology
refinement, we need to know which face a non-zero belongs to.
Using the CSC format, this would require a search in the column
pointer of M. To avoid this search, we attach an array to M holding
the corresponding column/face index for each non-zero, effectively
creating a hybrid with the coordinate format (COO) of M.

← 0;
/* iterate over face t
*/
for k ← Mcptr [t] to Mcptr [t + 1] −1 do
v ← Mrids [k] ;
// vertex id
val ← val + data [v ];
// accumulate vertex data
val
facepoints [t] ← Mcptr[t+1]−
;
// average data
Mcptr[t]

1 val

3
4
5

Next, the subdivided topology can be created as in Eq. (12).
Again, a straightforward implementation misses high performance
goals. In Eq. (12) a collision, causing the lambda to return a face of
the refined mesh, happens whenever two vertices are connected in
CCW order in a face. This information is already contained in M.
Two non-zeros in the same column with consecutive values create a
face of the refined mesh. Thus, we replace the mapped SpGEMM
of Eq. (12) with a custom kernel, detailed in Alg. 3.

An edge-point is given by the average of the two adjacent facepoints and the two edge endpoints. To access those points the SpLA
version uses the matrices E and F (Eq. (4) and (6)). However, relying
on the topology information computed for the refined mesh (Alg. 3),
we completely avoid the creation of F, as shown in Alg. 5. Each
thread t is assigned a non-zero entry of the mesh matrix M and
thus a face in the refined mesh (compare to Alg. 3). Using the
original vertex index (ln. 2) and the already computed face-points
(ln. 3), each thread adds its contribution to the edge-point on its
outgoing edge (ln. 4). Thus, the computation of each edge-point is
distributed to two threads and requires atomics (which show hardly
any congestion).

We parallelize over the non-zeros of M, such that each thread
builds a single face of the refined mesh. The original vertex and face
index are trivially obtained from the previously computed COO form
(ln. 1-2). To determine the vertex index of the next and previous
index, we read the cyclic next and previous entry in the column

The vertex update is the sum of three terms, see Eq. (11). We
parallelize the first component-wise division over the elements and
initialize the updated vertex array. To efficiently compute the second
mapped SpMV we could again rely on atomics. However, as the
sparsity pattern of E is symmetric, we instead multiply with the
c 2020 The Author(s)
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ALGORITHM 5: Edge-point calculation
input :refined topology Mrids_ref, vertex data, facepoints
output : edgepoints
/* indices_ref = x:vp, y:ep_out, z:fp, w:ep_in */
← readVec(Mrids_ref [4t], 4); // refined face
vp ← data [indices_refx ];
// vertex data
fp ← facepoints [indices_refz ];
// facepoint data
/* add contribution to edge-point
*/
atomicAdd(edgepoints [indices_refy ], 41 (vp + fp));

1 indices_ref
2
3

4

vertex data from the left and thus parallelize over E’s columns.
In this way, atomics are avoided and writes are coalesced (and
vectorized). For the third summand, we use the mapped SpMV
parallelized over the non-zeros with atomics similar to Alg. 1.
4.4. Quadrilateral-Mesh Refinement
As the Catmull-Clark scheme exclusively produces quadrilaterals,
further specialization of the subdivision kernels are possible, even
if the input mesh has arbitrary face orders. As the number of faces
increases exponentially with subdivision iterations, it is of particular
importance to maximize the throughput for quadrilateral meshes. To
keep the discussion concise, we only describe changes compared to
the previous version.
Specialized Adjacency, Offset and Mapping The computation
of row indices and values of E (Alg. 2) can be parallelized on
a finer granularity: over the non-zeros instead of columns of M.
This eliminates the traversal of columns and thereby the access
to the column pointer—because face i in a quad mesh starts at
position 4i in the row indices of M. Furthermore, the read access
to the row indices of M improves because consecutive threads
read consecutive entries. Each thread then reads the row index it
is assigned and the next vertex index in the face and creates the
respective entry in E, see Alg. 6. Additionally, we omit the creation
of the COO format, as the mapping of a non-zero entry to a column
directly follows from its position in the row index array; entries 4i
to 4(i + 1) − 1 belong to face i.
ALGORITHM 6: Filling non-zero entries of E in a quad mesh
input :row indices of M, column pointer of E, offsets
output :row indices of and temporary values of E
1
2
3
4
5

v0 ← Mrids [t];
vn ← shuffleFromNextThreadInFace(v0 );
off ← Ecptr [v0 ]+ offsets [t];
Erids [off ] ← vn ;
Etmpvals [off ] ← v0 < vn ;

two adjacent non-zeros in the same face (next and previous vertex
index). Furthermore, two threads working on the same face queried
E for the same edge-point index on the edge connecting the two vertices. For quad input meshes, we replace those additional accesses
by shuffle instructions, as shown in Alg. 7. The index of the next
vertex in the face vn is shuffled from the (cyclic) next thread in the
face (ln. 2). The face index is not read from the mapping as in the
polygon subdivision kernel, but is computed from the thread index
(ln. 4). As the incoming edge corresponds to the outgoing edge of
the previous vertex, this edge index is also obtained using shuffling
(ln. 3). Overall, each thread of the quad kernel reads two values,
compared to five reads in the general kernel.
ALGORITHM 7: Refining the topology in a quad mesh
input : Mrids, E
output :refined topology Mrids_ref
1
2
3
4
5
6

v0 ← Mrids [t];
vn ← shuffleFromNextThreadInFace(v0 );
v1 ← E(v
 0 ,vn ) + |v| + | f |;
v2 ← 4t + |v|;
v3 ← shuffleFromPrevThreadInFace(v1 );
writeVec(Mrids_ref [4t], vec4 (v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 ));

Specialized Vertex Data Refinement To calculate a face-point on
a quad, vertex data of four vertices is averaged. Edge-points combine two vertices with two face-points, which means most of the
data to calculate an edge-point is already available in the face-point
computations. Thus, we fuse both into a single kernel to increase
performance, as shown in Alg. 8. We use one thread per non-zero
element in the mesh matrix. Each thread reads the non-zero row
index and the corresponding vertex data (ln. 1-2). Four consecutive
threads’ data are summed, essentially performing a reduction using shuffle instructions (ln. 4-5). The sum is broadcast to all other
threads assigned to the same face (ln. 6), as initially only the first
of the four threads has the correct sum. Then, the final face-point
is calculated and stored (ln. 7-8). For the edge-point, each thread
combines its vertex data and the computed face-point and adds this
contribution to the edge-point on the outgoing edge using an atomic
addition (ln. 9-10). That way, two threads from two adjacent faces
contribute to the edge-point on the shared edge.
ALGORITHM 8: Face- and Edge-points in a quad mesh
input :M, refined row indices Mrids_ref, vertex data
output : facepoints, edgepoints
v0 ← Mrids[t];
2 vp ← data[v0 ];

1

← vp;
← fp + shuffleDown(fp, 2, 4);
fp ← fp + shuffleDown(fp, 1, 4);
fp ← shuffle(fp, 0, 4);

3 fp

4 fp

Specialized Topology Refinement In the topology refinement
stage, we now use four threads to work cooperatively to subdivide an input quad. We still assign one thread to each non-zero
element in M. However, as four consecutive threads are guaranteed
to execute on the same SIMD unit, they can communicate efficiently
using so-called shuffle instructions. In the polygon refinement kernel, each thread originally read three row indices: its own and the
c 2020 The Author(s)
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7 fp

←

fp

;

4
t
8 facepoints[ ]
4
9
10

← fp

e0 ← Mrids_ref[4t + 1] − |v| − | f |;
fp
atomicAdd(edgepoints [e0 ], vp+
);
4
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In the vertex update, the average of face-points around each vertex
(the third summand) can now omit the traversal of each column of
M, as each column has exactly four entries (Alg. 9). Each thread
reads the four non-zeros of its column using a single vectorized load
instruction and loads the corresponding face-point (ln. 1-2). It then
proceeds to weight them and adds the result to the correct output
vector element using atomics (ln. 3-6).
ALGORITHM 9: Calculation of Psub in a quad mesh
input :M, facepoints, valences
output :s3
← readVec(Mrids [4t], 4);
← facepoints [t];
atomicAdd(s3 [face.first], fp/valences[face.first]2 );
atomicAdd(s3 [face.second], fp/valences[face.second]2 );
atomicAdd(s3 [face.third], fp/valences[face.third]2 );
atomicAdd(s3 [face.fourth], fp/valences[face.fourth]2 );

where σi , σ j and σk are sharpness values of three adjacent parent
creases i, j and k. σi j and σ jk are the sharpness values of the two
child creases of j. To allocate the memory for the new crease matrix,
we count the number of resulting non-zeros in parallel over all
columns and compute a prefix sum. In a second step, we perform the
same computations again, but write the updated crease values. If all
crease sharpness values decrease to zero, the subsequent subdivision
steps are carried out identically as for a smooth mesh. Note that
the core of the subdivision process remains the same; the crease
matrix is created additionally in the build step. During evaluation,
we re-evaluate and overwrite vertices influenced by a crease.

1 face
2 fp
3
4
5
6

5.2. Selective and Feature Adaptive Subdivision

5. Extensions through Efficient Kernels
Subdivision surfaces found their way from the lab to production
when extensions where proposed. In this section, we extend our
approach to address relevant aspects of such extensions.

Our approach cannot only be used to describe uniform subdivision,
but also selective processing. Consider feature adaptive subdivision, where only regions around irregular vertices are subdivided
recursively, which is interesting for hardware-supported rendering [Pix19, NLMD12]: Using our scheme, extraordinary vertices are
easily identified from Eq. (10), i.e., where valency is 6= 4. To identify
the regions around the extraordinary vertices, we start with a vector
s0 spanning the number of vertices. s0 is 0 everywhere except for
extraordinary vertices, where it is 1. To determine the surrounding
faces, we propagate this information with the mesh matrix M. The
neighboring faces are determined as the non-zeros of

5.1. Creases
Sharp and semi-sharp creases have become indispensable to describe
piecewise smooth and tightly curved surfaces [DKT98]. Creases are
realized as edges tagged by a (not necessarily) integer sharpness
value and updated according to a special rules during subdivision.
For an in-depth description of creases, we refer the reader to DeRose
et al. [DKT98]; we present an efficient integration into our approach.
To support creases, we use a sparse, symmetric crease matrix C
of size |v| × |v|, with C(i, j) = σi j being the sharpness value of the
crease between vertex i and j. To subdivide creases, we need the
crease valency k, i.e., number of creases incident to a vertex, and the
vertex sharpness s, i.e., average of all incident crease sharpnesses.
Both can be described by the same SpMV with different maps:
k = C1 ,
val→1

s=

C1
vali, j →

vali, j
ki

.

(13)

As C is symmetric, we again perform the summations over the
columns rather than the rows. Furthermore, we merge both into
a single kernel to reduce memory accesses. With the computed
vectors k and s and the adjacency information in E, we correct
crease vertices in parallel using the corresponding rules [DKT98],
as an additional step after standard subdivision. Treating creases as
a separate step avoids thread divergence and increases performance.
After each iteration, a new crease matrix with the updated sharpness values is required. We determine the crease values according
to a variation of Chaikin’s edge subdivision algorithm [Cha74] that
decreases sharpness values [DKT98]:



1
σi + 3σ j − 1, 0 ,
(14)
σi j = max
4



1
σ jk = max
3σ j + σk − 1, 0 ,
(15)
4

qi = MT si

(16)

and their vertices can be revealed as the non-zero entries of
si+1 = Mqi .

(17)

We construct the matrix Si which corresponds to an identity matrix
with deleted rows according to si+1 . The extraction of the vertexdata is then performed by the SpMV
P′i = Si Pi .

(18)

To extract the mesh topology, the matrix S̊i —analogue to Si —is
created from the information acquired in the propagation step. S̊i
can again be created from the identity matrix by, in contrast to Si ,
deleting columns corresponding to faces that should be disregarded
during extraction. This information is readily available in qi . The
extracted mesh matrix is then determined via
M′ = Si MS̊i .

(19)

This can similarly be described as a mapped SpGEMM, replacing the two extraction matrices by identity matrices and mapping
rows/columns to zero according to si /qi . This would not explicitly
reduce the size of the mesh matrix as Equation 19, but would set
rows and columns to zero, that are not part of the extracted mesh.
5.3. Meshes with boundaries
In practice, meshes often contain boundaries, which require specialized subdivision rules. Catmull-Clark subdivision places edge-points
on boundary edges on the edges’ mid-points. A boundary vertex pi
is only influenced by adjacent boundary vertices
S(pi ) =

3
1
pi + (pi−1 + pi+1 ).
4
8

(20)

c 2020 The Author(s)
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Similar to creases, we handle mesh boundaries in a compute
and overwrite fashion. First, the refined vertex-data is computed
as usual. In a subsequent step, boundary vertices can be conveniently identified from E, and are replaced in parallel according to
Eq. (20). Edge-points on edges connecting external vertices are set
to the edge-mid points. Their indices can again be obtained from
the enumeration of the non-zeros in the lower triangular part of E.
6. Operational Mode
Applications exhibit different requirements concerning subdivision
approaches. Our method is versatile and can adapt to the current
use-case by balancing computational cost between preprocessing
(build) and vertex-data refinement (eval). However, we distinguish
two main categories on opposite ends of the spectrum: dynamic and
static topology of the control mesh.

Thus, the whole eval step can be rewritten as a single SpMV with
the subdivision matrix R, regardless of the subdivision depth.
Building Vertex Subdivision Matrices To construct R, we first
build the individual Ri , using the precomputed information that
would otherwise be used in the normal eval step. First, we determine
the number of non-zero entries in each row. A row in Ri reflects
the influence of the previous iteration vertices on the vertices in the
subdivided mesh. Thus, working with the compressed sparse rows
(CSR) format, the transpose equivalent to CSC, is more efficient for
constructing Ri . Consequently, the number of non-zero entries in
a row is equal to the number of vertices that contribute to a vertex
in the refined mesh. The first |v| rows correspond to the updated
original vertices and they receive a contribution from 1 + ∑ni (ci − 2)
vertices, where n is the number of neighboring faces and ci their
order. These entries can be obtained from the mapped SpMV
1+

6.1. Dynamic topology
Dynamic topology is ubiquitous in 3D modeling and CAD applications during the content creation process. Faces, vertices and
edges are frequently added, modified and removed, which poses
a great challenge to existing approaches, which rely on expensive
preprocessing, as it has to be repeated on every topological update.
This fact has led to the use of different subdivision approaches for
model preview and production rendering, resulting in discrepancies
between the two. Due to the efficiency of our complete approach,
we can avoid any preprocessing and alternate between build steps
and eval steps, computing one complete subdivision step before the
next. As additional data like Ei is only needed for a single iteration,
memory requirements are low.
6.2. Static topology
Static topology is common, e.g., in production rendering, where
vertex attributes, like positions, change over time but the mesh connectivity is invariant. Mesh connectivity information can be prepared
upfront and does not require re-computation every frame, which
reduces the overall production time. We factor all computations
dealing with mesh connectivity throughout all subdivision levels
into the build step, i.e., generate all Ei and Mi+1 ; si and Ci in case
of selective subdivision and creases; and Fi for the SpLA version.
As control polygon vertices are updated, only the vertex position
computations throughout all levels are computed during eval.
6.3. Single SpMV evaluation
Given that each iteration of eval is a sequence of mapped SpMVs,
it is also possible to capture the entire sequence in a single sparse
vertex subdivision matrix Ri . Ri captures the eval step of a single
subdivision from level i to i + 1:
Pi+1 = Ri Pi .

(21)

Each column in Ri corresponds to a vertex at subdivision level i
and each row corresponds to one refined vertex at level i + 1. Thus,
the entire evaluation from the first level to a specific level i can be
written as a sequence of matrix-vector products as follows:
Pi = Ri−1 Ri−2 . . . R1 R0 P0 = RP0 .

(22)

c 2020 The Author(s)
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M1

.

(23)

val∗,i →(ci −2)

In a quad mesh the number of entries is 1 + 2ni , which we compute
directly from n. The next | f | rows correspond to face-points, which
are a linear combination of ci vertices, which we have computed
before (Eq. (2)) and is always 4 in a quad mesh. The remaining
rows contain coefficients for edge-points, computed from cl + cr − 2
control vertices, with cl and cr being the order of the two adjacent
faces. These counts are computed with one thread per non-zero
element in M and each thread in face i adds ci − 1 to the non-zero
count of the edge-point on the outgoing edge. In a quad mesh the
number of non-zeros in each row corresponding to a face-point is
6. As with CSC matrices, we use a parallel prefix sum over the
non-zero counts to create the pointers array of Ri .
To fill the sparsity pattern with values, we again parallelize over
the non-zeros of the mesh matrix. Each thread distributes the influence of the referenced vertex to the rows of all influenced vertices in
the refined mesh, as shown in Figure 5. The indices of the influenced
vertices are again directly taken from the refined topology and their
contributions are given as follows:
• a face-point on an adjacent face is influenced with fd = 1c .
• a vertex influences its updated location directly with vs1 = 1 − n2 .
• a vertex influences its updated location indirectly via a single
adjacent face-point with vs2 = n12 c


• a vertex connected via an edge with vd = n12 1 + c1l + c1r .

• a vertex connected via a face but no edge with vi = n12 c .
• an edge-point on an incident edge with ed = 14 + 4c1 l + 4c1 r .
• a non-incident edge-point of an adjacent face with ei =

1
4c .

SpMV Subdivision We construct R computing all SpGEMMs
from Eq. (22). As R captures the combination of many mapped
SpMVs, there is usually no common structure to exploit. However,
we also use the CSR format to store R to allow efficient row access
and perform the SpMV without atomic operations. Furthermore, we
pad the row indices and value arrays, such that each row is 16 Byte
aligned, to enable vectorized loads. For the same reason we also pad
the vertex-data vector. For evaluation, we assign eight non-zeros to
a single thread, which performs the multiplication with eight padded
entries in the vertex array, i.e., 32 values. Each thread needs to know
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Ti+1
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Tj
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Tj+3

Tj+2

Tj+1

Tk+1

Ti+3

Ti+2

Tk+2

Tk+3

the stencil tables. We summarize these two steps as preprocessing.
The stencil tables are then used to perform the evaluation of refined
vertex data, i.e., vertex positions. While OpenSubdiv executes its
evaluation on the GPU, preprocessing is entirely CPU-based. To
provide a comparison to a complete GPU approach, we compare
against Patney et al. [PEO09].
All tests are performed on an Intel Core i7-7700 with 32GB of
RAM and an Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti. The provided measurements are
the sum of all kernel timings required for the subdivision, averaged
over several runs. We perform a variety of experiments on differently
sized meshes (examples in Fig. 6) in order to evaluate subdivision
performance. As LAK/SLAK can adapt to the specific needs of an
applications, we distinguish two use cases which are on opposite
sides of the full spectrum: “modeling” and “rendering”.
7.1. Catmull-Clark Modeling

Figure 5: The refinement matrix is built in parallel with one thread
per non-zero element of the mesh matrix. Each thread adds one
entry in each row that is influenced by its assigned vertex. Each
thread’s vertex contributes to an edge-point on the outgoing edge
with ed (orange), to edge-points on edges of the face that are not
incident to the thread’s vertex with ei (yellow), to the face-point on
the face the assigned non-zero element belongs to with fd (gray),
to the vertex it shares the outgoing edge with vd (dark blue), to all
other vertices of the face it does not share an edge with vi (light
blue) and finally to its own vertex with vs1 + vs2 (green).

Figure 6: Selection of evaluation meshes: Neptune, ArmorGuy (c/o
DigitalFish), Car, Hat and Eulaema Bee (c/o The Smithsonian).

the row index of its eight non-zero entries—this information is precomputed with R as neither the matrix nor the assignment changes
during consecutive evaluations. We then use shuffle operations to
merge results that correspond to the same row spread across multiple
threads on the same SIMD unit. We collect data in on-chip memory
using atomics and finally write the data coalesced to global memory.
7. Evaluation
We evaluate two implementations of the method presented in Section
3. The first approach uses common Linear Algebra Kernels (LAK)
extended by action maps. The second approach uses the Specialized
Linear Algebra Kernels (SLAK) as described in Section 4. While
there is literature on parallel subdivision, there are hardly any implementations available for comparison. Thus, we compare to the
current industry standard, OpenSubdiv (OSD), which is based on
the approach by Nießner et al. [NLMD12] and splits subdivision
into three steps. First, a symbolic subdivision is performed to create
refined topology, which is then used in a second step to precompute

This use case represents all applications in which the mesh connectivity changes frequently. This poses a challenge to approaches
relying on precomputed data, e.g., subdivision tables, as they have to
be recomputed. Due to this fact, modeling software, like Blender, do
not support OpenSubdiv in edit mode and instead rely on proprietary
implementations. Similarly to using different subdivision levels for
preview and rendering, proprietary solutions may show large visual
differences between preview and final render.
Results for the modeling use case are shown in Fig. 7, where we
evaluate the subdivision duration and peak memory consumption of
the different approaches after a presumed topological change, i.e.,
when the subdivision is re-initialized. LAK outperforms OpenSubdiv with an average speed-up of 26.6×, indicating that a complete
GPU implementation is significantly faster than the split CPU-GPU
approach of OpenSubdiv. SLAK is more than one order of magnitude faster than LAK and outperforms OpenSubdiv by more than
two orders of magnitude, underlining that our specializations are
highly effective. We did not include OpenSubdiv’s memory transfer
times between CPU and GPU, which would reduce it performance
even further. Note that this is not the main use case of OpenSubdiv,
which targets static topology. However, there is no efficient solution
for this use case, underlining the importance of a complete parallelization to the problem. LAK needs similar or slightly more memory than OpenSubdiv’s stencil tables due to the memory consumed
by all matrices. SLAK reduces the memory of the mesh matrices
and avoids the explicit creation of F and thus stays significantly
below the memory requirements of the other two approaches.
Fig. 1 shows the clear advantage of using our approach in dynamic editing. Even at level six subdivision, SLAK yields results
in real-time, whereas OpenSubdiv breaks the interactive modeling
experience due to costly serial reprocessing. The accompanying
video shows these circumstances for the same modeling sequence.
Furthermore, as we perform all computations on the GPU, it is sufficient to transfer the updated geometry to the GPU instead of the
complete subdivision tables. As our approach is instantaneous, it is
also faster than previewing workarounds while being accurate.
As OpenSubdiv is more focused on efficient evaluation than optimizing the whole subdivision pipeline, we also compare to the
GPU-based implementation by Patney et al. [PEO09], which we
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Table 1: Comparison of SLAK with the GPU-based approach by
Patney et al. for uniform subdivision from a given input mesh in ms.
Our approach is 2.6 − 5.6× faster (↑).
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Figure 7: Catmull-Clark subdivision time in ms after a topology
changing operation was applied to the mesh. SLAK and LAK relative
to OpenSubdiv and relative memory requirements (in GB). Details
are given in the table. The number of control mesh faces c f and the
number of refined mesh faces r f are provided as well.

configured to perform uniform subdivision. We could only test small
quad-only meshes, as their implementation fails when generating
more geometry and on meshes with triangles. Nevertheless, as seen
in Tab. 1, SLAK is about 2.6 − 5.6× faster than the patch-based
implementation of Patney et al.. We attribute this fact to our highly
streamlined formulations and optimizations, which avoid redundant
work and result in efficient memory movements. Aside from improved performance, we still have access to a fully connected mesh
after subdivision compared to disconnected patches provided by Patney et al. These adjacency information is often required for further
global processing or simulation of the subdivided mesh.
7.2. Catmull-Clark Rendering
In contrast to modeling, we consider topology static in the rendering
use case. This enables efficient evaluation, as information that depends on mesh connectivity can be precomputed. Evaluation reuses
this information to subdivide the vertex data in every render frame,
e.g., when replaying an animation. Using the modularity of SLAK,
we rely on the split of build and eval to adapt to this use case.
c 2020 The Author(s)
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We present a detailed comparison of SLAK and OpenSubdiv as
well as relative runtime and memory consumption in Fig. 8. We omit
LAK in these figures to reduce clutter. However, in summary, LAK
is on average 29.5× better in preprocessing than OpenSubdiv, but
3.6× slower in evaluation. Overall, SLAK leads the performance
chart throughout all test cases—preprocessing and evaluation. In the
preprocessing step, SLAK computes the refined mesh connectivity,
assembles the sparse subdivision matrix and computes parameters
for load balancing, exclusively on the GPU, outperforming OpenSubdiv’s CPU preprocessing by more than an order of magnitude.
In the evaluation phase, SLAK only performs a single SpMV, which
is optimized using the precomputed load balancing scheme, outperforming OpenSubdiv by 1.6×. Note that OpenSubdiv’s evaluation
kernels have been optimized by NVIDIA, further underlining the
efficiency of our evaluation step.
Our approach has similar memory requirements as OpenSubdiv in
the uniform case, as the subdivision matrix and OpenSubdiv’s stencil
tables capture the same information. The memory requirement of
SLAK is slightly higher if only one or two iterations are performed
(Bee and Neptune). For higher subdivision levels, SLAK needs
slightly less memory than OpenSubdiv.
To reach real-time rendering performance, hardware-supported
tessellation can be used for regular regions of the control mesh.
However, regions around irregular vertices require full subdivision. To demonstrate that our approach can be used in this setting, we compare to the feature adaptive Catmull-Clark implementation of OpenSubdiv, which is based on the approach proposed
by Nießner [NLMD12]. In this evaluation, regions around irregular
vertices are successively subdivided and regular patches are split
from the subdivision process.
Fig. 9 compares performance and required memory of our approach with OpenSubdiv. Formulating the extraction of irregular
regions as a sequence of SpMVs that can directly be integrated
into the global subdivision matrix is very efficient. Together with
the parallel topology refinement, assembly and accumulation of
the subdivision matrix SLAK performs preprocessing on average
15.5× faster than OpenSubdiv. For evaluation, OpenSubdiv uses
its stencil tables on the GPU, while we perform a single SpMV.
While both approaches are similar in their nature, the simple static
load balancing applied to SLAK’s SpMV evaluation reflects in a
speed-up of 1.7× compared to OpenSubdiv’s eval. Compared to the
uniform subdivision from before, we observe that our optimizations
work even better with the generally smaller subdivision matrices
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Figure 8: Catmull-Clark subdivision: Evaluation of preprocessing
and evaluation performance (in ms) as well as memory requirements
(in GB) of SLAK and OpenSubdiv. c f gives the number fo control
mesh faces and r f the refined mesh faces.

in the adaptive case. We believe this is due to our load balancing
strategies for the single SpMV evaluation, which allows to draw
more parallelism from the operations and thus increases relative
performance for small matrices. SLAK performance increase is less
pronounced for beetle and dog. On closer inspection we found that
these model have a particularly bad layout, causing a high number
of scattered memory accesses, which seems to have more influence
on SLAK. Memory requirements are similar for both approaches.
Considering the sum of these results, SLAK seems to be a suitable
drop-in replacement for OpenSubdiv in both use cases, virtually removing preprocessing costs and increasing evaluation performance.
7.3. Loop and

√

3 Performance

The linear algebra machinery underlying our work naturally extends
to other subdivision√schemes. As a proof of concept, a brief algorithmic outline for 3 and Loop subdivision is given in Appendix
A and B, respectively. The kernel specializations devised earlier
can be applied to both schemes as well. A performance comparison
for the modeling use case for Loop subdivision is given in Fig. 10,
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Figure 9: Adaptive Catmull-Clark: preprocessing and evaluation
performance (in ms) as well as memory requirements (in MB) of
SLAK and OpenSubdiv. c f gives the number fo control mesh faces
and r f the refined mesh faces.
again showing that LAK and SLAK, both running completely on
the GPU, outperform the partially CPU-based OpenSubdiv. LAK
runs
√ out of memory for the larger archerT and neptune models.
3 performance is shown in Tab. 2 comparing LAK and SLAK to
the CPU-based OpenMesh. LAK is about one order of magnitude
faster than OpenMesh and SLAK is about 20× faster than LAK.
These results highlight that the speedups achieved for Catmull-Clark
subdivision also carry over to other subdivision schemes.
8. Conclusion
We revisited Catmull-Clark subdivision from the ground up in the
light of sparse linear algebra. To maintain an expressive and concise
notation, we introduced lambda functions, which alter the result
of matrix multiplications on the fly and thereby greatly increase
flexibility and versatility of these operations. Using our extended
formalism enables us to describe the full algorithm as a series of
mapped SpMVs and SpGEMMs on the GPU. While our formalism can be implemented with minor adjustments to existing linear
algebra kernels, we showed that the key to top-of-the-shelve performance is the combination of high-level domain knowledge with
low-level knowledge about the execution platform.
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Table 2: 3-subdivision time in ms for the GPU-based LAK and
SLAK and the CPU-based OpenMesh implementation. c f is the
number fo control mesh faces and r f the refined mesh faces.

Our approach virtually removes idle times during subdivision
surface design that are caused by expensive preprocessing in current
approaches. Using our approach, modelers can modify the mesh
topology and see an accurate preview of the subdivision surface
instantly. Our experiments suggest that the applicability of our approach goes beyond the dynamic mesh connectivity setting, i.e.,
modeling, as it outperforms the industry standard OpenSubdiv on
static connectivity scenarios, i.e., rendering, as well. Our approach
operates fully on graphics hardware without requiring trips to the
CPU. Furthermore, our formulation is open for extension with design features, as we showed for creases and selective subdivision.
Thus, our approach can be readily integrated in all stages of the
production pipeline. By open sourcing SLAK, we hope to inspire
further developments in high performance geometry processing:
https://github.com/GPUPeople/SLAK
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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omit it here to keep the presentation succinct.
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Appendix A: 3-Subdivision
√
The 3-subdivision scheme is specialized for triangle meshes and
is based on a uniform split operator which introduces a new vertex
for every triangle of the input mesh [Kob00]. It defines a natural
stationary subdivision scheme with stencils of minimum size and
maximum symmetry.

Figure 12: After inserting the new vertices (blue), each triangle
contributes three new triangles to the refined mesh by connecting its
vertices to their left and right neighboring new vertices.

The subdivision process involves two major steps. The first one
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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New vertex points A new vertex is added to each triangle’s
barycenter. The average of triangle vertices can be calculated using
the mapped SpMV
f = MT P

β

β

(26)

(1,2,3)→ 31

β

β

1-kβ

√
Required adjacency information The 3 scheme adds a vertex
to each triangle and connects it to the new vertices on the three
neighboring triangles. To find these neighbors efficiently, we can
again use the oriented graph adjacency matrix to store the index of
the adjacent face to any given edge, as in Equations 6 and 7.
Vertex update The first term in 24 can be done in parallel in
custamary ways. The second term can be efficiently computed in
parallel by the mapped SpMV
FP α ,

β

Figure 13: For each edge, the Loop scheme inserts a new vertex,
computed by a weighted sum of the vertices of the adjacent triangles (left). Original positions are updated using a β-weighted
combination of the 1-ring neighborhood (right).

(27)

vali → n i
i

which, for each vertex, computes a linear combination of the vertex
data in its 1-ring neighborhood.
Topology refinement For a mesh with |v| vertices, each vertex
(k, l, m) of a given triangle with index i contributes a new triangle
to the refined mesh. For instance, vertex k contributes the triangle
consisting of k itself, the barycenter on an adjacent triangle, which
takes index F(l, k) + |v| and the face-point on triangle i which can
be conveniently indexed by i + |v|. The topology refinement can
be performed efficiently in parallel with one thread per non-zero
element in M, each assembling one of the refined faces.
Appendix B: Loop Subdivision
This scheme is a triangle mesh subdivision method which was introduced by Charles Loop [Loo87]. It refines a mesh by inserting
a new vertex on every edge as illustrated in Figure 13 (left). These
edge-points are used to perform a 1-to-4 split of each input triangle.
The original vertex positions are then smoothed by local weighted
averaging as shown in Figure 13 (right). The weighted average in
the vertex update step is defined as
ni

S(pi ) = (1 − ni βi )pi + βi ∑ p j ,

(28)

1

where ni is the valence of vertex pi and p j are its incident vertices.
The factor βi depends on the vertex valence and is computed by

 2 !
1
3 1
2π
5
βi = ·
−
+ · cos
.
(29)
ni
8
8 4
ni
In the following, we briefly describe the algebraic machinery we
use to capture the topological modifications intrinsic to this scheme.
New vertex points To compute an edge-point on a given edge,
the vertex insertion requires the edge end-points and the two vertices opposite to the edge in adjacent triangles. We can encode this
information in the sparse adjacency matrix of the directed graph
of the mesh. For each (directed) edge, we store the index of the
remaining triangle vertex as a non-zero value. This computations
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

can be encoded as a mapped SpGEMM augmented with a lambda
function:
(
k i f Q3 = 1
T
G = MM
λ(i, j) =
(30)
{Q3 }[λ]
0 else
where k is the vertex opposite to edge (i, j). Before the computation of edge-points can be completed, a unique index needs to
be assigned to each edge. These can be obtained by summing G
with its transpose GT , which yields a matrix with the same sparsity
pattern as the undirected adjacency matrix of the mesh. Incrementally assigning indices to the non-zeros of the lower triangular part
of G + GT enumerates the edge-points, similarly to how it is done
in the context of Catmull-Clark subdivision. The new vertex locations can then be obtained by looking up the edge-point indices and
for each edge (i, j), determine the opposite vertices as G(i, j) and
G( j, i) and performing the summation as given in Figure 13 (left).
Vertex update The first term in Equation 28 can be parallelized
efficiently in a per element-fashion. The second term can be encoded
and computed using the mapped SpMV
GP ,

vali →βi

(31)

where the action map substitutes values in row i by βi .
Topology refinement For a triangle with vertex indices (k, l, m) in
the control mesh, three new triangles of the refined mesh are simple
arrangements of an original vertex and two new edge-points. The
fourth triangle is only composed of the three new edge-points. The
original vertices’ indices are k, l, m and unique edge indices can
be obtained from the lower triangular part of G + GT . With this
information, the refined mesh matrix can be constructed efficiently
in parallel. Each thread is assigned to a non-zero of M and three
threads collaborate to write the four new triangle for each input face.
For that, every thread determines the assigned vertex index and the
index of the edge-point on the outgoing edge. Each of the three outer
triangles is then constructed by two of the three threads. To build the
center triangle each thread contributes the determined edge-point
index.

